
As we begin to reopen safely, indoor air quality is fast becoming an essential point of value that will become part of the 
new baseline standard of expectations from the tenant/building occupant. For building managers to draw their tenants 
and team members back, they will need to prove how they are proactively taking steps to increase the safety of their 
facility. Indoor air quality is an essential measure for property managers to track as a measure of providing an environment 
that is free of common air pollutants. 

With the Cyclone Energy Group airPLAN service, you not only get the technology to review your air-quality on an ongoing 
basis, you get a team of trusted advisors to help you manage the data and make adjustments when needed to help you 
continually enhance your indoor environment

Your buildings, only better.

airPLAN
Trusted Advisors + Technology = Enhanced Built Environments

Better Environments
Indoor air quality is a big factor in creating healthy, 
sustainable environments for both residents and 
commercial tenants. As we reopen, creating a healthy 
indoor environment for your occupants to feel safe is 
the new standard, and many building managers’ top 
priority.  

Just as Healthy Building Certifications create a sense 
of confidence to building occupants, an airPLAN pro-
gram of sensors and data driven insights for tenants 
can provide peace of mind that property managers 
and building owners are providing a leading essential 
service to enhance their indoor spaces. 

Technology
Access to our technology platform makes your 
air quality data visible and transparent. Our team 
provides dashboards, kiosks, reports and real-time 
alerts in an actionable and easy to understand 
format. Air quality sensing nodes communicate in 
real-time on a stand-alone wireless mesh network. 

Each sensor node monitors:

• Temperature
• Relative Humidity
• Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
• Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
• Airborne Particulate Matter (PM 0.5, 1, 2.5, 4, 10)
• Ozone (O3)

Trusted Advisors
When you subscribe to the airPLAN service, our 
dedicated engineering team partners with you to 
position your building(s) to safely welcome back 
tenants. We actively monitor, investigate, and 
discuss innovative solutions to improve and maintain 
the indoor air quality of your property.

Through data-driven analysis, we apply our 
engineering know-how to elevate your ability to 
deliver an enhanced built environment. As trusted 
advisors, we fuse applied engineering and technology 
together, allowing us to actively seek innovative 
ways to increase the value of your property.
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Engineering Package (5 or Custom IAQ Sensors)

The Engineering Package is designed for building engineers and operators to provide flexibility in monitoring 
building HVAC equipment, evaluating filtration and ventilation effectiveness and informing on building 
operational adjustments.

Keeping your building running smoothly and efficiently is essential to occupant wellness. The engineering 
package includes flexible sensors that can be installed on select air handling equipment, providing greater 
insights into building performance. Our dedicated team of engineers will partner with you to monitor, 
investigate, and discuss data from sensors throughout the building. We’ll seek innovative ways to increase 
the value of the building while making it more efficient at the same time.

 

Your buildings, only better.

airPLAN
Trusted Advisors + Technology = Enhanced Built Environments

Contact us to get started
airPLAN@cyclone.energy
312.945.8443

Essential Package (5, 10, 25 or Custom IAQ Sensors)

The Essential Package is designed for building owners and managers to provide data visibilty, operational 
improvements and proactive management of common building areas such as lobbies, conference centers, fit-
ness rooms, cafeterias and tenant amenities.

You can’t change what you don’t know. Subscribing to monitoring and understanding how indoor air quality 
can improve occupant wellness is an important step in managing and maintaining a healthy environment. 
This package includes access to a dedicated team of engineers who will partner with you to monitor, 
investigate, and discuss data from the sensors.

The annual subscription service includes:
• Dedicated Engineer to support the building 
• Access to Industrial Hygenists experienced in air quality testing
• Consultation on location of sensors
• Access to emerging information on Indoor Air Quality practices
• Analysis and assistance with planning, management, and operations initiatives 
• Installation of sensors and mesh network equipment
• Setup of users, dashboard, reports and notifications
• Orientation and training of online dashboard
• Customization of dashboards and reports 
• Technical support 
• Warranty service including repairs or replacements

Tenant Response Package (3, 5 or Custom IAQ Sensors)

The Tenant Response Package is designed for building owners, managers and engineers who need flexibility 
in monotring tenant spaces prior to or during occupancy to know if there is a problem before one is presented 
to them and make the necessary adjustments to avoid tenant dissatisfaction. 

In an effort to bring tenants’ employees back to the office, this package offers peace of mind, knowing that 
the facility is being actively monitored for common air pollutants. This package builds upon the Essential and 
Engineering packages. We’ll work with you to outfit tenant spaces with flexible sensors for greater indoor air 
quality monitoring.  


